A Reply for Michigan General Jural Assembly to "T-ROH"

By Anna Von Reitz
A brief history of who and what this "T-ROH" organization is.
A man named Keith Livingway made a claim on abandonment to the name "The United States of
America" when the 1868 Corporation came out of bankruptcy.
Some British Territorial United States scum infringed on our copyright back in 1868 and used our
name to name a foreign commercial corporation -- "The United States of America---- Incorporated".
Put a big, red line under the word "Incorporated".
The United States of America is not the same as The United States of America, Incorporated. More
semantic deceits.
The pukes then ran that corporation into the ground and bankrupted it, giving everyone the
impression that our country had somehow been bankrupted.
No sovereign entity can be bankrupted. Only commercial corporations can receive bankruptcy
protection.
So, there you go. Anything that can be bankrupted by definition is not our country, not our
government, and doesn't have a thing to do with us except that we hired these vermin to clean our
toilets.
Obviously, what Mr. Livingway "claimed" was "abandoned" was the name of an illegally conceived
foreign corporation. He can't validly claim the name of our country anymore than the original rotters
could.
What it boils down to is that we have a would-be pirate claiming to have rights and prerogatives
based on the actions of earlier pirates.
Let me repeat the applicable Maxim of Law: A piratis et latronibus capta dominium non mutant.
Any property captured by pirates does not change ownership.
Our name "The United States of America" has been ours since September 9, 1776 and no amount of
claiming otherwise by anyone --- and no amount of copyright infringement --- changes that fact.
I am not in a position to comment on Mr. Livingway's state of mind, what he believes about this, or
what his intentions are good or bad, but I can guarantee you the facts just stated and those facts add
up to Keith Livingway has no claim to own the name "The United States of America" and it is lunacy
to think he has.

Think, people ---- this is like someone claiming to own the name "France" because he went to a yard
sale and some other shyster claimed to be selling it.
If that's the way the world works, let's all sell the "British Crown" next.
It would be laughable, but to the extent that people are believing this and are putting time, faith and
money in it, it's not funny. It's sad that we've sunk so low and are so gullible.
Same thing with "Reign of Heaven".
This organization is a rip-off bastardization of the honorable work of Frank O'Collins.
Once again, Mr. Livingway seized upon work and ideas that were never his own and has attempted to
plagiarize and "interpret" his way into something --- a new elitist society that he and his cronies rule
with iron paws.
Well, I am not an elitist. I am an American.
When I see a bunch of pirates stealing the work of Frank O'Collins and trying to twist it into
something to benefit their own egos --- and then attach that monstrosity to the name of The United
States of America, my instinct is to throw up -- and then load my .44.
Run like an antelope away from "T-ROH" and all its works and all its ways --- unless of course, you
want to spend your life as a pirate hiding out in places like Costa Rica and Honduras --- which is what
Keith Livingway has been doing for years.
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